August 2014

Directors letter
To look for our waters, for our “common house” has been
always a must in scouting

Eurosea 12 is starting in few days!

BP was one the first environmental activists taking young
people to contact nature, and to worry about the direct impact
of our actions. More than a century after the environmental
care unfortunally passed from the small actions to worries of
having our planet’s global health in risk. In this global system
the Sea’s role is not yet completely understands but on this
moment we know more is the moment where it becomes more
important to preserve it.
The global system with Water central role take us sea Scouts
to the middle of action. He care for water quality and flow
from the drop to the sea, in all stages should be a concern of
our youngsters. The issue is, are we doing enough trough
Scout method to make each sea Scout a high responsible global
citizen. Like the small wooden Indian on Paddle to the Sea
(documentary by Bill Mason Canadian canoeist, filmmaker,
painter and environmental activist) our youngsters should
contact with the different realities of the water drops trough
opportunities that we should provide them.
So on let’s share we are doing on this issue, on national level
(like in Nawaka for example) on each one of our local
groups/ships.
The next Eurosea is in few weeks, in September, and we are
happy to meet many of you in Brugges. On side presentations
you can bring projects from theme or others that help to
develop our youngsters trough sea Scouting. Don’t be shy, we
don’t need a lot of sophistication but we need good ideas for
inspiring discussions and actions on other places of Europe
and the World.
Yours in sea Scouting
Nuno Baptista Jacinto
Good Winds

At Randoya camp, Norway

The next European Sea Scout network event is the Eurosea 12
seminar. The event starts on the 10th September and is held in
Brugge, Belgium. This time we invite people to join the seminar also
from their own sofe  by using online possibilities!There are several
ways to participate, even if you are not in Brugge!
Before the seminar you can:
 make a slideshow of photos of your Sea Scout event
 make a poster of topic you want to present
 make a video which will be shown in the seminar
During the seminar you can:
 join the discussion in Facebook and maybe some other online tools
(will be advertized in European Sea Scouting Facebook group)
 watch online stream of the presentations

Water Route, Stefano Tonini, Italy

 read material on the seascouts.eu webpage after / during a
presentation
After the seminar you can:
 read all materials collected in the seminar on the seascouts.eu
webpage
I hope to see many of you online during the seminar!
Satu Raudasoja
Member of Odysseus

Sailing, Malmö Sjöscoutskår, Sweden

Randoya  Norwegian National Sea Scout camp
Norwegian scouts had their national Sea Scout camp
called Randoya at Randøy islands 05/07  12/07 2014.
Besides the more common water activites as sailing and
kayaking, the participants got to try out new water
activies as "running bubbles", blind kayaking and a
competition of "flying boat". Groups built their own
boat, the boat withh the crew was launched and the goal
was to get as far as possible of the water surface with
the speed from the launch.
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More photos on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/Randoya2014

Some photos of Randoya: Aksel Carl Hundal

ITALIAN NATIONAL ROUTE 2014
(110 August 2014)
http://www.routenazionale.it
Mobile Route n.239 was ran at Comacchio Valley from 1st to 5th of August 2014,
by 64 rovers with canoa and kaiaks from italian sea scouts.
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Greece  National Sea Scout Regatta
The 5th National Sea Scout Regatta took place between July 26  August 3, 2014, in Kala
Nera near Volos, a coastal area in the Pagasetic Gulf, which proved to be the perfect
location for the event. It is an area of beautiful villages with traditional architecture,
steeped in culture and history. It is the homeland of the mythological hero Jason, who
boarded the ship Argo accompanied by the Argonauts on a quest for the Golden Fleece.

The most spectacular activity was the 3day trip around the Pagasetic Gulf using our Sea
Scout boats for a total of 30 nautical miles. The trip allowed our Scouts to get acquainted
with sailing, rowing, raft construction and swimming. The evening featured the classic
BBQ on the beach along with the "Pirates of the Pagasetic", followed by the camp fire,
which was filled with laughter, songs, sketches and the expected fatigue that provided a
much welcomed sleep under the stars.
Other activities included rock climbing, archery, canoeing, kayaking, rafting, horseback
riding and scout games in and out of the water. There was also an opportunity to visit the
surrounding areas by a small steam powered train to get acquainted with local tradition
and culture, and to see the Argo, a replica of the ship King Jason and the Argonauts used
for their Adventures.
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The Regatta was the last of a series of events celebrating the Centenary of Sea Scouting
in Greece. Over 1,600 Scouts, Leaders and Service Team members from all over Greece
took part, including 14 Scouts from Egypt. The 37 Sea Scout boats that were brought
from different parts of Greece boast a traditional design. Most are made of wood, have
two masts with a jib and two latina sails, a traditional sail of the Mediterranean Sea.
Alternatively it is surprisingly fast when powered by 10 rowers.
The aim of the Regatta was seen as an opportunity for our young members to gain
familiarity with the sea and to add to their seamanship skills. Raising awareness of
environmental issues and the protection of the natural marine habitat was high on the
agenda, as was getting exposure to their cultural heritage.

The closing ceremony was held on the beach of Kala Nera where all 37 Sea Scout boats
had cast anchor, providing a unique view with their traditional design. The ceremony
ended with spectacular fireworks, the lowering of the flag of the 5th Sea Scout Regatta and
the raising of the 6th Regatta’s flag on a floating mast in the sea. Everybody left with their
rucksacks packed with new friendships, unique memories and experiences and all found
themselves very much looking forward to the next National Sea Scout Regatta.
A big thank you to all the participants, Scouts, Leaders and staff members, as well as the
local communities and authorities. It was with their support that a magical event became
true.
More information:
http://www.sep.org.gr
http://regatta.sep.org.gr

https://www.facebook.com/scoutsofgreece
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/regatta2014
https://www.facebook.com/groups/armenizontas

Nawaka 2014 – the largest sea scouts camp of
Europe
Nawaka is a spectacular 11day camp for sea scouts that is organised in the Netherlands
once every four years. It has a long history and the first edition dates back to 1949. This
year, over 3,500 scouts and more than 700 voluntary staff members gathered in
Roermond for Nawaka 2014, which took place from 21th to 31th July. Scouts of all ages
participated in this event, from cubs to scouts/guides and rovers. Although the majority
of participants were Dutch, international participants were also very welcome at Nawaka
2014: groups came from Germany, Ireland, the UK, and even all the way from Georgia.
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After a long period of preparations and looking forward to this large camp, all
participants finally arrived at the campsite on July 21th. This was not as easy as it may
seem, as it involved the transportation of at least 30 barges and more than 600
lelievletten, 6person sailing boats designed for Scouting in the Netherlands, to the
outskirts of the river Maes. There, a campsite for over 4,000 persons had been built
completely from scratch in just a couple of weeks. Fresh water, toilets and showers, large
tents for activities and shops, even Wifi was arranged for. Once the participants had
pitched their tents and moored their boats, the view on the terrain from the air was
impressive.

On July 22th, the camp was officially opened in the city centre of Roermond. All scouts
gathered on the market square, wearing their colourful subcamp shirts. Both the camp
admiral and mayor of the city said a few words, but the participants were much more
interested in the festivities that followed. The theme of the camp, Waterproof, was launched
with both a modern dance and a live performance of the theme song. After that, the DJ
played more music and everyone on the square danced and jumped. The ambience was great
and Nawaka was off to a good start!
The program of the days that followed was packed with challenging outdoor activities,
such as hikes, a mud maze, climbing, and so on. In addition, a campfire place with tribune
had been built from 2,954 wooden pallets! Each subcamp got the opportunity to go there
and gather around the fire. Regardless of how much fun all these activities were, Nawaka is
the ultimate camp for sea scouts because of its nautical activities. For example, there were
canoe games for cub scouts, but it turned out that the cub scouts were so keen on sailing
that sailing races were spontaneously organised. All scouts/guides and rovers were invited
to participate in sailing and rowing races.
In each of the qualifying rounds,
all boats from one subcamp
competed for one of the few
starting positions in the finals. The
winners of the finals can now call
themselves ‘best of Nawaka’ for
four years!
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The weather was great during the first half of the camp: warm and mostly sunny.
Unfortunately, then came some heavy showers and parts of the terrain became very
wet. Being a Scouting camp, the biggest problems were quickly solved though, as all
participants and staff members helped to get rid of the superfluous water. As a result,
the atmosphere remained very positive and the last days of the camp could go on as
planned. The closing ceremony on the last evening was a truly unique party. Everyone
gathered together on water, in numerous boats, and on land, at the campfire place. After
showing many photos and a great overview video on a large screen, there was live
music again and everybody partied. When it was completely dark, the evening ended
with a terrific show by two flyboarders, wearing special suits lit in all sorts of colours,
and fireworks.
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Would you like to know or see more? More information can be found at
https://nawaka.scouting.nl/homeen, photos can be seen on Flickr
(https://www.flickr.com/photos/scoutingnederland/), and videos by NawakaTV can
be watched on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtBQU
OZ4orbbv5_LgQRgw).
Nawaka 2014 was an unforgettable experience. We hope to see you at Nawaka 2018!
Text: Matthijs van Leeuwen
Photos: Menno Driessen, Marco Nijland, Jeroen Roos / Scouting Nederland.

BelgianPolish sailing "August cruise"
On the 4th of august a Belgian delegation left for Lübeck to sail with 2 Polish boats
(Zawisza Czanry and Warszawska Nike) with Polish crew on the Baltic Sea to Copenhagen,
where they would meet up with Danish Sea scouts for an end summer camp gathering.
After a tour in Copenhagen, sailing true the heart of the city, playing games, eating roasted
pig and a lot of talking, the day ended up in a nice party.
The next morning Danish and Belgian sea scouts left together with 3 ships (The Ran joined
in) for a sailing trip together direction Bornholm. On our way we had some though weather,
but thanks to the experienced crew of all three countries we came safe to harbour each
night!
On Bornholm we had a very nice day together, the Danish learned us about there fish
specialities and we had some Belgian beers together during the evening. After Bornholm we
had to leave each other again. Danish sea scouts went back to Copenhagen and Belgian sea
scouts sailed further to Poland where they're journey would end after visiting the
tallshipdays in Gdynia on the 16th of august.
Niels Vercayie, Belgium
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Dear Scouts,
On 8 July 1932 in Gdynia, the Polish scout Władek Wagner started his cruise around
the world. During the expedition he had a lot of advetures and got to know many
fantastic people. Several times he lost and rebuilt his sailing yachts, calling them in turn
Zjawa I, Zjawa II and Zjawa III. Aboard this mentioned at the end, Władek arrived to
Australia. In Australia he met the Australian scouts, Dave Walsch and Bernard
Plowright, who just the same as Władek, were planning to go to Scotland with the
intention to participate in the World Scout Jamboree in July 1939. They joined Wladek
Wagner's crew. The cruise AustraliaScotland, they made together, was the
confirmation of the scouts concepts  brotherhood and friendship.
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On 11 October 2014, a 22 meters long sailing yacht, Zjawa IV, starts its multistage
cruise. Zjawa IV is the yacht which continues the tradition of the scout yachting. That is
why it will participate in the World Scout Jamboree 2015 in Japan. After that it will get
back on the route marked up by Wagner. Willing to experience the adventure of the
brave threesome aboard Zjawa IV, who crossed the ocean in order to participate in the
World Scout Jamboree, it would be fantastic to do it with you! We warmly encourage
you to take part in this expedition, which could be great opportunity to go or to come
back from Jamboree. The cruise is organized as a nonprofit event. The payments from
participants cover the yacht maintenance costs, fuel and insurance.

Yours faithfully,
The Coordinator of the OdySEA project:
Wladek Wagner’s Odysea 
The Cruise Around The World
The National Sea Scout Center in Gdynia
(Centrum Wychowania Morskiego ZHP w Gdyni)
ul. Jana Pawła II 5, 81345 Gdynia
phone/fax +48 58 6209037, +48 502 782 800
email: info@odysea.org.pl
www.odysea.org.pl
www.facebook.com/odysea.org

Individual reservations are
available on the website:
www.odySEA.org.pl. The
contact person when it comes
to renting the whole yacht is
Olga Nowaczyńska:
olga@odysea.org.pl.
Rowing by night at the Piiru camp.
Picture: Joel Forsman, Guides and Scouts of Finland, LounaisSuomen Partiopiiri
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Polish  Lithuanian cruise
Wearing two sweaters, two jackets, three pairs of trousers and still not feeling comfortable 
that is what sea weather is. Feel normally and suddenly start to vomit over a side of a ship 
that is what sea sickness is. Sing a song in a foreign language and dance in a middle of a
city  that is an international scouts event is. Add new friends, new knowledge about sailing
and places we visited and you get an incredible Polish  Lithuanian Cruise on a sailing
yacht Zawisza Czarny.
36 people from Lithuania and Poland at 2014.06.1722 had had a great adventure: they
sailed from Klaipėda to Gdynia in an open sea.
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1. A huge “Thank you” for local scouts of Klaipėda and Gdynia for showing their cities. Do
you have a secret wish? Klaipėda’s scouts have shown us at least five places where your
wish may come true: you just need to pat a cat or to put your letter in a mailbox. Or maybe
your dream is to play chess with real size figures (like in Harry Potter)? Then you definitely
have to visit Klaipėda. And if you need any ideas for a city game, you should contact
Gdynia’s scouts. Just because of them we had an extremely interesting day in Gdynia.
2. Vocabulary. Polish and Lithuanians can sail together even without knowing English very
well. Even though our languages are very different, we use the same names of the ship

4. Scouts. There are a lot of
ships in the world but this ship
is special because its owners
are scouts. The idea that
scouting gives such
adventure for young people is
amazing as being on a ship
with brothers and sisters is a
huge experience.
5. Wishes may come true! From the beginning of the trip I had dreamed
about dumplings and guess what? During the polish evening I get the most
perfect dumplings I have ever eaten. And not just dumplings. To be honest, it
was an exclusively fun evening with songs, polish sayings, charades and a
lot of laughs.
6. How it happened? The beginning was in the Eurosea seminar, held in
Denmark in 2012, when sea scout leaders Rafal Klepacz from Poland and
Birutė Taraskevičiūtė from Lithuania met and agreed to start collaboration.
The idea to have common sailing with sea scout crew was realized. It was
supported by the fund of Polish and Lithuanian youth exchange.
Ugnė Skorupskaitė,
Sea Scout Leader of
Lithuanian Scouting
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Sea Eye

Water Eye

Project SEA EYE (Educating young educators  sea protection) was
designed by Odred izviđača pomoraca Posejdon Split and it aims to
encourage as many young people as possible towards the active protection
of the sea and the natural environment in order to ensure continuous quality
way of life. Scout organizations from Czech Republic (9 Oddil Hledači Štíty),
Slovenia (Rod Zelena Rogla), Croatia (OIP Posejdon Split) and a Youth
Association from Norway (Kryptus ungdomsklubb Overalla komue) have
been working on this project, sending a total of 60 participants and 8
leaders. Together, we wanted to stimulate all people, regardless of whether
they live near the sea or not, towards the proactive action to preserve the
sea because all ecosystems on Earth are connected and depend on one
another.

The Project Water EYE is based on the idea of the
interactive exchange of young people from Croatia, and
Slovenia, members of the Scout’s organization. The
goal of the project was to enable 60 young Scout
members to promote healthy lifestyle with a purpose of
protecting water and environment. The time frame of

During April and May of 2013., all participants proposed mutual agreements
through a specially designed Facebook group and discussed issues related
to the project and so defined a common activity that was then implemented
from 23.06.2013. to 02.07.2013. in Okrug Gornji on island Čiovo. SEA EYE
encouraged, through workshops, games, brainstorming and presentations,
mutual understanding between young people from different countries,
tolerance, solidarity, selfdevelopment, adoption of healthy lifestyles,
exploring the cultural diversity. It aimed towards the adoption of new
knowledge and skills about the main goal  the sea protection.

the realization and evaluation of the project was May
1st 2012 till January 1st 2013. During period of six
months young Slovenians and Croats exchangesd their
views about suggested topics on the open Facebook
group profile.
Through constructive and argumentative discussion all participants were be
encourage to think proactively how to achieve established goals. The Scout base
camp was organized from July 28th till August 7th 2012 in the region Baračke Špilje
at Plitvička jezera (Plitviča lake), Croatia. During this time the young participants
learned different skills set as sub goals of project like organization of camp life in
nature, developing tolerance and healthy life habits through sports activities as well
as getting to know cultural differences.Through these activities the project also
promoted mutual understanding and cooperation among young people from different
countries. Water EYE project aimed also to identify common values of all participants
regarding healthy life and protection of environment and the planet that we all live on.
The project encouraged young people towards active participation in their
communities in protection of water and environment. One goal was to help them
create healthy life habits and understand the benefits of active training which would
help them carry out healthy lifestyle. Thought this project the young educators also
used verbal and non verbal communication and presentation skills as well as
management of activities.
Text and photos: Speja (Igor Spetič)
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